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EDITORIAL

This special issue is a tribute by some of his friends and
local history colleagues to our founder-Chairman and honorary memOver 35
ber Mr Patrick Wood, who has now retired to Scotland.
years ago, when work on our local history had long been almost extinct, Mr Wood revived and promoted it, laying foundations for future study and co-operating with others working in similar fields.
Without him and his concern for the amenities and history of his
ancestral town (and also the backing of the firm in which he was a
partner) our Society might not have come into existence, it would
certainly not have become so well or so soon established and respected, and it would probably not have launched this Bulletin as
There can
a vehicle for reputable articles of local interest.
therefore be no more fitting place for, and no more fitting way
of, showing our appreciation than by taking up a few of his particular interests and developing them in print in these pages.
30-32 High Street photographed by Mr Wood from his
COVER PICTURE:
office window in c.1967. In 1968 these premises were demolished
and the resulting outcry led to the formation of our Society with
Mr Wood as Chairman.
THE PATRICK WOOD COLLECTIONS

M. J. Leppard

As may be imagined, Mr Wood amassed a vast collection of documents, maps, books, photographs and other pictures of local interest, together with a few objects and a quantity of working paHe was anxious that they should not languish in distant
pers.
Accordingly the obrepositories but remain locally and be used.
jects, some of the books and all the pictorial material have gone
to the Town Museum.
An account of the photographs appeared in
the Museum Society's Newsletter 34 (Nov. 1994) and some of them
A few origiwere used in the last temporary exhibition in 1994.
nal records have gone to the appropriate county record offices
(Lewes or Chichester).
Some of the documents, maps and working
papers have gone to local historians in neighbouring parishes but
the bulk of them are with me along with the rest of the books.
Many of the papers represent uncompleted work in progress which it
This generis hoped may eventually see light in published form.
osity is typical of Pat Wood, as anyone who knows him can testify,
and compensates us for no longer having him working or writing on
local themes himself.
Enquiries concerning the photographs should be addressed to
the hon. keeper of photography at the Museum, Mr Gould, who can
Enalso arrange copies of any photographs in the Museum's care.
quiries about the other collections should be referred to me and
will be forwarded elsewhere if necessary.
OTHER PUBLISHED WORK
the following articl
or larger (1964), an
programme, the first
sex Notes & Queries,
and 'Mystery Mounds'

OF P. D. WOOD: As well as those mentioned in.
as there are a catalogue of local maps at 1 11 m.
outline local history in our 1972 exhibition
editions of our town trails and notes in Susvol.16 (1963-7) on valuations by the Turners
on Ashdown Forest (pp.28 and 166).

PATRICK WOOD AS HISTORIAN

A. G. Dyson

Most of Mr Wood's writings are published in this Bulletin,
the journal of the society which he helped to found and of which
he was the first chairman.
His articles and notes are very numerous and not easily summarised or catalogued.
A random selection
gives some idea of the range of subject matter: an East Grinstead
guidebook of 1885; a candid appraisal of Hills' 1906 History of
the town; 'Landowner v. Railway (a private siding);
IT think
that I shall never see ...' (a manifesto about tree preservation
and planting); Constitutional Buildings in the High Street; a
view of the town from the east c.1830; Moats Farm c.1740; Imberhome manor; 'The Old Roads' (a timely solution of the knotty
problem of how exactly the High Street used to link up with Old
Road); Bedlams Bank; 'The Old Firm' (a memoir of the long-established estate agents Turner, Rudge & Turner).
In addition there
have been numerous book reviews and even, most recently (and
clearly by a special dispensation) an article review.
The list, which could easily be extended, is ample testimony
to the author's range of interests.
Of course many historians
can claim a wide range, especially when their field is a town of
quite modest size, as East Grinstead was until well after the war.
Other and rarer qualities are in evidence, however.
There is the
relaxed, unfussy but incisive style and the unobtrusive humour (in
one place early post-mediaeval meddlings with original timberframing in the High Street are ruefully characterised as Do-ItThese are not things of which every historian can be
Thyself).
accused.
And there is something else, more important and not so
obvious, that might at first be taken for a fault: many of the
articles are maddeningly shortwinded, few of them exceeding a
This may have been due to shortage of space but there is
page.
reason for thinking it has more to do with a firm - sometimes perhaps too firm - discipline behind the easy manner, ensuring that
the author sai only what he needed to say for the purpose in hand
and avoided the uncertain or inconclusive, however appealing or
picturesque.
This characteristic is certainly apparent in one of the all
too rare pieces where Mr Wood has allowed himself a wider scope,
'The topography of East Grinstead borough', published in Sussex
Archaeological Collections in 1968 [1], an exceptional piece of
work which in the space of a mere 14 pages establishes the basic
size, shape and composition of mediaeval and later East Grinstead
so clearly and definitively that only minor points of detail are
It is, as our editor recently relikely to need adding to it.
marked, 'a key which unlocks much else before and after' and is
not the least remarkable for the lack of relevant models available
The documentary work
for comparison and guidance in the 1960s.
then being undertaken in the wake of urban archaeology was still
only beginning and in any case concentrated on cities and larger
Still, East Grintowns, hardly at all touching on smaller ones.
stead is lucky that as a possession of the Duchy of Lancaster it
was under the direct fiscal scrutiny of the crown during much of
the mediaeval period and later, is relatively well-documented and
includes among the surviving records a comprehensive and detailed
survey of the town's properties in 1564.
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The town is no less lucky in Mr Wood's recognision and use of
Whereas such records normalone special feature of this survey.
ly confine themselves to terse details of occupants and rents due
from each property, all set out landlord by landlord, the 1564
survey adds the names of neighbours to the east and west in each
The reason for
case, or occasionally to north or south instead.
this supplementary information is unclear but it was presumably
intended to avoid the confusion caused by several inhabitants'
sharing the same surname or by a single person's occupying more
Whatever the explanation, these details are
than one property.
of the greatest importance for the history of the town and Mr Wood
seized upon them to recast the survey and convert its rather contrived 'landlord order' into an actual door-to-door order, east to
west along the south side of the High Street and then back again
west to east along the north side.
From this starting point, and making skillful use of a wide
range of unpublished material from several local county record offices, Mr Wood was able to define for the first time the exact relation between the actual dwellings (burgage houses) along the
High Street frontage and the long narrow strips of land behind
them (portlands), many of which survived intact long enough to be
lie could show that
recorded on early large-scale Ordnance maps.
there were 47 High Street burgages in 1564 (formerly 45 or 46),
each originally with its own portland, 3d. p.a. rent being due
from each component, and that the portlands varied in area between
¼ and ½ acre with a standard width on the street frontage of 33ft.
In addition to the 47 burgages the survey revealed some 23 cottages or shops without burgage status and evidently built into odd
A few were located at the western end of the
available spaces.
High Street but most lay further east towards Middle Row and the
Some of the earliest additions are likely to have incluchurch.
ded the houses in front of the churchyard, which stand well for ward of the likely original frontage.
By contrast Middle Row,
which in 1564 (as now) contained eight properties, probably marks
the site of the 13th century borough market, whose portable stalls
seem to have become fixed by the 16th century.
Just as important as the identification and location of individual burgages and portlands was the definition of the extent of
the original borough as a whole, including the church and four
acres of glebe to the north on which the vicarage had stood since
It was
But just how ancient was this arrangement?
before 1360.
with the evidence available for the history of the town before the
1564 survey and particularly with the earliest days of the borough
that Mr Wood's 1976 Bulletin article 'East Grinstead borough in
The key facts are identified
the middle ages' (2) was concerned.
with characteristic incisiveness: the earliest known mention of
East Grinstead as a borough dates from 1235 and the suggestion is
made that the 30s. rent payable yearly to the chaplain of Maresfield from the villa of Grenestede by 1224 represents the annual
Though the sums in questrent paid by the town from the 1280s.
ion do not obviously tally, the basic inference seems fair and
strongly implies that East Grinstead already enjoyed borough statWhenever exactly this status was conus at the earlier date.
ferred, there is good reason for supposing that the laying out of
A sharp rise in rents in 1290
the town followed immediately.
most likely marks a belated recognition of additional building

since the first founding of the borough, most probably along the
south side of the churchyard.
The article concluded with (and
perhaps was chiefly intended as) an appeal for help with the reading and collating of the Duchy of Lancaster ministers' accounts
from 1381 to the early 17th century.
The appeal does not appear
to have been answered and Mr Wood seems to have written no more on
the subject for 14 years.
Then in 1990 there appeared 'East Grinstead: a borough and
its buildings', a joint contribution with Peter Gray to the volume
Tealden Buildings published in tribute to the architectural historian R. T. Mason.
In modifying some of Mason's long-standing conclusions about the date of the High Street buildings in the light
of subsequent findings (not least the 1564 survey) Mr Wood produced some further results from his sampling of the accounts and
for the first time charted social and economic developments as
well as topographical ones.
He estimated a fairly stable population of 200-250 for the period 1300-1600, perhaps 300 within the
borough by 1683 and possibly only 500 by 1831.
Against this very
gradual growth general prosperity fell and rose.
Business in the
borough courts and markets was briskest at the start in the 13th
century followed by a steady decline in receipts until the early
16th century.
Land and rent values were also depressed yet the
fine buildings of the 15th century prove that some townspeople at
least were prospering, as they were to prosper again in the great
rebuilding of the early 17th century.
This achieved a high standard for a small town: the hearth tax returns show an average of
3.5 hearths per house and 4.4 per family by 1670, considerably
higher than the average for small Sussex towns.
In practically
every respect but the last 'London' could be substituted for 'East
Grinstead' here, so similar are the broad conclusions drawn from
comparable evidence in the capital.
Mr Wood also had one further dimension of great interest to
add to the question of the town's early topography, which he introduced somewhat coyly:
'Assuming that the church was on the present site, it was probably this
and little else that stood, in the early 13th century, at the junction
of the main London -Lewes road and the side road which followed the
ridgeway towards Turners Hill. The regularity of the layout of the
borough and the obvious diversion of the main road strongly suggest that
There is no sign of orthe town was laid out de novo on a clear site.
ganic growth from an earlircèntre.'
An arresting phrase here is 'obvious diversion of the main
road'.
Now nothing at all had been said about road diversions in
the 'Topography of East Grinstead borough' paper of 1968, although
the diversion of the London the 1976 article remarked that
Lewes road [is] plain to see on the 6" map of 1873'.
This uncharacteristically cryptic statement seemed to conceal more than
it revealed: what road diversion and from where?
It looks as
though some firm conclusion had been reached since the late 60s
that was not yet ready for public unveiling and was held in reserve for the contribution to Wealden Buildings:
'...

'Comparison of [the 1873 6" 0.S.1 with the Burgage plot map shows that
the town lay astride the side road to Turners Hill rather than the main
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road.
The ground traversed by the latter slopes quite steeply, and no
doubt the more level site was preferred. This led to a diversion of
the main road into its modern course, up the side of the new Borough
lands to its present junction at the west end of the street. The
church site was neatly incorporated into the north-east corner and a
wide street was provided to serve as a market place.'

The accompanying map (rather than the text) showed that the
suggested original course of the London Road east of the King
Street traffic lights was the one later followed by Institute Walk
and Vicarage Walk, thereafter swerving slightly south to cross the
south-west corner of the Playfield and the north-east corner of
Sackville College grounds.
For all Mr Wood's obvious diffidence,
his conjecture has an immediate and unmistakeable ring of truth.
It can now hardly be doubted that with the foundation and laying
out of the borough by 1235 the road from London was redirected
from its previously more northerly route, guided up the side of
the new town layout and fed into its main axis along what was essentially the Turners Hill road.
This was promptly taken up in the following year bu our editor, who showed how the idea enhanced the potential interest of
the site of Sackville College and the Playfield, which could now
clearly be seen to lie squarely within the intersection of three
ancient routes and to present a very eligible location for the ancient meeting place of the hundred of East Grinstead.
As for the
route of the former London Road itself, Mr Leppard commented that
'the original north-west/south-east line, surviving as the twitten Institute Walk and Vicarage Walk, was slightly deflected to
run along the northern boundary' [3], which course would have
clipped the south-west corner of the Playfield.
In what was to
be his last contribution to the Bulletin [4] - at any rate while
still resident in East Grinstead - Mr Wood speculated: 'If the
church was already on the site when the town was laid out, how
does it fit so neatly into the pattern?
Is it the glebe that
gives the real impression of a perfect fit?
Do the glebe boundaries date from the 13th rather than the 11th century?'
There could be a simple answer to the issue of the northern
boundary of both the borough and the glebe.
Mr Wood's 1990 map 1
and Mr Leppard's 1991 fig. 1 show the original road crossing the
line of College Lane at a point where it would have plunged down a
virtual precipice a few yards further east.
No evidence is actually produced in favour of this exact choice of alignment, and a
less challenging alternative, running more parallel with the High
Street, is worth considering.
This would have adhered to the
line of Vicarage Walk, continued along the course later adopted by
De La Warr Road and, as it crossed the line of College Lane,
joined the route leading from Hollow (Hermitage) Lane via the
churchyard and Playfield.
From this point it could have continued downhill along a line not very different from that of the modern railway cutting and relief road, where the gradient would have
been significantly kinder than a couple of hundred yards to the
south.
Had it taken that course, the original road could have
determined not only the northern limit of the pre-borough glebe
(represented by Vicarage Walk) and Playfield but in due course the
northern boundary of the borough itself.
In this way all these
early boundaries and alignments may have shared a common origin in

the course of the ancient London road and none of them would have
needed much adjustment after its diversion.
But the real point here is not whether Leppard is right about
the hundred meeting place (though he probably is), let alone
whether Dyson is right about his preferred route for the original
London Road.
It is that the history of East Grinstead at all
periods can be pursued, developed and built upon much more readily
and profitably as the result of the firm and dependable groundwork
laid down by Patrick Wood.
REFERENCES:

(E.G.S.B. = East Grinstead Society Bulletin; S.A.C. = Sussex Archaeological Collections)

[1] S.A.C., vol.106 (1968), pp.49-62
[3] S.A.C., vol.129 (1991), pp.29-32

cf

[2] E.G.S.B. 19 (May 1976), pp.5f.,10
[4] E.G.S.B. 51 (Autumn 1992), p. 11

NOTE: Perhaps both Wood and Leppard saw the diversion of London
Road as obvious because they took too much for granted the conclusLots
I. D. Margary ('The early development of tracks and roads in and
near East Grinstead', Sussex Notes & Queries, vol.11 (1946-7), pp.
77-81).
EDITOR
COTTAGES IN THE BOROUGH OF EAST GRINSTEAD

M. J. Leppard

The importance of Patrick Wood's work on the topography of
the borough of East Grinstead is incontrovertible, as demonstrated
by the articles either side of this one, which like them picks up
a feature brought to light and explained by Mr Wood and seeks to
extend understanding of it by developing a few details.
In his published work Mr Wood suggested that the most likely
area for 13th century additions to the original burgage houses was
in front of the churchyard [1] but he later considered that Judges
Terrace was also possible [2], a view that might seem to be hinted
at too by Mr Gray (p.11 below). If accepted, this frees the cottages in front of the churchyard to be among the 'new rents' which
appear in the records from 1394 onwards.
In Mr Wood's summary of these rents [3] the first is 2s. for
shambles in the street, plausibly interpreted as part of Middle
Then comes 3s. in 1400 for Thomas Cook and William Skynner
Row.
to build a shop on 'a certain plot of land in the market place, in
length from the burgage of Katherine Roos [Rouse] to the corner of
Mr Wood was unable to identify these proWilliam Roos's house'.
perties but thought 'in the market place' strongly suggested
There is no reason to doubt that the original market
Middle Row.
place lay in front of the church, possibly in the churchyard as
well as the area now occupied by the buildings in front of it and
by Middle Row before their construction dislodged it westwards
Within that area we need a plot between a burgage and a
[4].
house.
For this to make sense, the burgage must be at the end of
At the other end of the plot, the use of the word 'house'
a row.
must be deliberate, to imply something neither burgage nor cottage
No.39
and possibly therefore not within the borough boundary.
High Street, which adjoins the churchyard on the west, is the only
At the other end of the churchyard
possibility for the burgage.
Mr Wood showed that by 1564 Church Lane marked the limit of the

Beyond lay the manor of Rowses,
borough and of the cottages.
whose name seems to derive from the Rous family prominent in the
The continuity of name
town in the 14th and 15th centuries [5].
makes it virtually certain that it was also William Boos's house
in 1400: and so Cook and Skynner's shop must be somewhere in
front of the churchyard, possibly the first building there.
Mr Wood attributes other items in the summary to Middle Row
also but it could equally be argued that they are continuing the
development in front of the churchyard; suitable size buildings
The entries include 'a certain
survive in both locations [6].
vacant plot in the market' in 1400, a plot for William Neyland to
build a shop 16' x 12' in 1425, and a plot 15' x 15' for John
Coleman to build a one-room cottage in 1435.
Although nothing further is yet known about any of the people
named, the Cook, Aifrey and Neyland families, like the Rouses,
gave us Members of Parliament in the 14th and 15th centuries.
They were obviously persons of substance and burgage-holders (for
it seems only after the early 16th century that we have non-local
It is reasonable, anyway, to suppose that all builders
M.P.$).
of cottages were burgage-holders; the commercial use of most of
the new structures implies the intention of making money: and
burgage-holders are more likely than outsiders to have been permitted to benefit in such a way.
Thus far mediaeval rentals in conjunction with the 1564 survey. Now the survey in conjunction with records of chantry properties in the borough, acquired by the Sackvilles almost as soon
as they were sold off and therefore to be found among the holdings
of Sir Richard Sackville in 1564 [7]. He held then:
A
B
C
D

Two burgages, four portlands (1-5 High Street)
Four burgages (The George [Clarendon House])
One burgage, one portland (Amherst house east, no-68)
Three cottages (nos 51-59, in front of the churchyard) [8].

B, C and D had belonged to the Fraternity of St Katherine.
C had been bequeathed to it in 1500 by John Brether, a former vicar of East Grinstead, as 'a burgage and portland and their appurtenances
which he had had by the gift
of Thomas Ryngare'
The fragmentary chantry certificate of 1548 includes ' --[9].
messuage called Ryngars' at a rent of lOs. followed by '--- cotIn the next year the particutage there called ---' at 7 .. . [10]
lars for grants of these properties (in Latin like the 1548 document) itemise 'one burgage
now or late in the tenure or occupation of Edward Duffelde' at lOs. rent followed by 'two cottages
infra dict' burgag'
in the tenure or occupation of John Langeridge' at 7s. [11]
...

...

...

...

These entries call for comment in four respects: the number
of cottages, the meaning of infra dict' burgag', the location of
the cottages, and any light thrown on the origins and status of
cottages in the borough in general.
Since the rent is the same in 1548 and 1549 it is likely that
In the original Latin in
there were two cottages in both years.
1548 the word is almost certain to be in the abbreviated form cot-
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tag', which could as well represent cottagia, 'cottages', as cottagium, 'cottage'.
The lost word before it could well have been
'two', rather than unum, 'one'.
The three cottages of 1564
are probably the same two plus one acquired from another source
(as A above must have been).
The words infra dict' burgag' I translated in 1971 'below the
said burgage', suggesting that they might be an error for infra
dict' burg', 'within the said borough' [12].
Later I thought I
should have translated them 'within the said burgage', which is
equally correct grammatically.
They have now been discussed by
Mr Christopher Nhittick of the East Sussex Record Office, who confirms my second thoughts, pointing out that a burgage is not just
a house but 'the entire plot of land held by burgage tenure, which
may quite easily contain a house, a couple of cottages, a barn and
other buildings' [13].
It is unlikely, though, that the two cottages were in the
grounds of Amherst House, for, if so, not only might we expect the
word portland in the text but also access would have been possible
only through the house.
Moreover there are no known examples of
cottages on portlands, only on what had once been part of the
highway (or in one place apparently on a former portland) [14].
The obvious location is among the cottages in front of the churchyard, as in 1564 (D above).
The fact that these cottages were regarded in 1549 as within
the hurgage of Amherst House suggests that they were among the appurtenances mentioned in 13rether's will and that they were originally built by a holder of that burgage.
Retaining them within
his burgage would have prevented their acquiring burgage status in
their own right at a time when the burgage-holders' privileges
were worth jealously guarding by denying them to others.
At an
earlier date, however, cottages may have won promotion to burgage
status, as Mr Wood believed true of 86-88 High Street [15].
He would be unlikely, however, to permit himself all the inferences, suggestions and speculations in this article.
What is
needed now is more evidence, from our records and those of comparable towns, more working away at further details, and plenty of
good hard intelligent thinking.
REFERENCES:

(S.A.C. = Sussex Archaeological Collections)

[1] Patrick Wood and Peter Gray, 'East Grinstead: a borough and its build[2] personal
ings' in John Warren (ed.), Wealden Buildings (1990), p.176
[3] as [1] above, pp.176f.
communication, 27 April 1994
[4] ibid.
[5]
'The topography of East Grinstead borough', S.A.C., vol.106 (1968), p. 58
[6]
[7] discussed M.J.Leppard, 'A brotherhood hail?', East
as [1] above, p.177
Grinstead Society Bulletin 53 (Autumn 1993), pp.5f.
[8] as [5] above, pp.52f.
[10] Sussex Record Society, vol.36 (1931),
[9] his will (P.C.C. Moone, f.2)
[11] P.R.O. E318/1904, translated and discussed in M.J.Leppard, 'The
p.44
chantry commission of 1547 and some unpublished chantry records for East Grinstead', S.A.C., vol.109 (1971), p.31
[12] ibid.
[13] 'The meaning of
some Latin prepositions in manorial records', S.A.C., vol.131 (1993), pp.201f.
[15] as [1] above, p.177
[14] as [5] above, p.56
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1-2 JUDGES TERRACE AND CT4ARENDON HOUSE

P. J. Gray
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LEFT: Location map, based on detail of map by R. T.
Mason in Sussex Archaeological Collections, vol.80
(1939), p. 4
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IIn his article 'The topography of East Grinstead borough' [1]
Patrick Wood identified the shape and extent of the mediaeval borough.
Among the many interesting points raised in his article
was the consistency of the frontage of the original burgage plots:
a clear indication that the original town was carefully laid out.
These
Typically the plots had a 33' (2 rods) wide frontage.
plots with their associated portlands, particularly those on the
south side, can still be recognised on modern large-scale maps.
Mr Wood drew attention to certain anomalies which suggested that
At the
the town had been extended from its original concept.
east end the last house did not have a portland, an indication of
lie did not, however, consider the rather odd
a late addition,
arrangement at the western end (the land occupied by 1-2 Judges
Terrace and Clarendon House) although he was of course well aware
Modern maps show a layout and plot frontages very differof it.
Indeed the existent from the generality of plots to the east.
ence of a break in the buildings (now the access to the doctors'
surgery, etc.) suggests that once London Road continued southwards
here rather than diverting along Nest Street.
Recent surveys of the historic structure of 1-2 Judges Terrace and Clarendon House (the George in the 16th century [2]) have
cast an interesting light on the development of this part of the
town.
It has been known for some long time that both were late mediaeval hail houses but no details had been published.
It is now
clear that 1-2 is the older of the two but probably not by much
The reason that it is so clear is
(perhaps a generation or so).
that 1-2 was shortened by some feet to accommodate Clarendon
The exact extent of the shortening cannot be calculated
House.
but it must have been at least 5' since the heavy mediaeval joists
(still visible) to the service bay have been moved this much eastwards to a clearly exceptional position.
The most probable reason for this alteration seems to be that there was some kind of
'end aisle' which would clearly not make a good junction to a new
building.
The solution seems to have involved removing part of
the earlier building, as far as the first bay post, to enable the
new building to be built tight against it.
Because it is a
slightly bigger building Clarendon House's end wall also became
the end wall of 1-2.
The mediaeval structure of 1-2, whilst of good quality, has
none of the embellishments by way of style or moulded timbers so
evident in the buildings to the east and of course Clarendon
House.
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flow then might these facts be interpreted regarding the development of the town?
The noticeable internal plainness of 1-2 suggests an unostentatious building on the edge of the more fashionable area to the
east; its location on a prima facie non-burgage plot beyond the
alley tends to confirm this.
However, the very existence of Clarendon House with its style and quality shows that there was an unsatisfied demand for fine buildings.
Consequently whoever acquired this area, and it must have been the site of both buildings, was rich enough to pull down part of the existing building
and build the finest of the late-15th century buildings in the
town.
It may well be that the arrangement at the west end, the institution of the burgage plot and even the diversion of London
Road date from this period.
Conjecture, of course, but it seems
to fit the facts tolerably well.
REFERENCES:
[1] Sussex Archaeological Collections, vol.106 (1968), pp.49-62
[2] For documentation and discussion see M.J.Leppard, 'A Brotherhood Hall?', East Grinstead Society Bulletin 53 (Autumn 1993), pp.5f.

BULLETIN 55 (Autumn 1994), p.6, paragraph 7: for 'brickmaker,
stonemason and brickmaker' read 'bricklayer, stonemason and brickmaker'.
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A RAILWAY BUILT, OPENED, CLOSED AND REBUILT

David Gould

With the reconstruction of the railway between West Hoathly
and Kingscote and reopening to public traffic of the latest section of the Bluebell Railway's northern extension on 23 April 1994
it is opportune to take a brief look at the history of this part
of the Lewes and East Grinstead Railway.
The L. &E. G. R. - a landowners' line - was promoted in SeptThe engineer was John Wolf Barry, the contractor Joember 1876.
seph Firbank and the solicitors Pearless, head & Sons of East
By February 1878 shafts had been sunk between East
Grinstead.
Grinstead and West loathly [1], which was the contractor's base
In January 1879
camp with a temporary engine shed and workshops.
a preliminary driftway of Sharpthorne tunnel was completed after
seven months' work [2] and four months later temporary 'overland'
A cuttrack was laid between West Hoathly and Hazelden Cross.
ting at Hill Place Farm was reported to be 60 to 70 ft deep and
work had started on 'Copyhold Viaduct' [2] (actually Hill Place or
Imberhorne Viaduct).
By September 1879 over 300 men were employed on the civil engineering works between Tickeridge and East Grinstead [1] and by
the end of that year Coombe valley embankment, north of Sharpthorne tunnel, was fit for locomotives to traverse.
Spoil from
the tunnel, which is 731 yards long, was used to make a high embankment at Birches Farm.
A stone bridge over the lane connecting Mill Place and Birches Farms and the bridge over the Turners
Hill to East Grinstead road were complete, 'Copyhold Viaduct' was
well under construction and the permanent way was laid in several
places [2].
Two years later the works were rapidly approaching completion
and the railway approaches to East Grinstead were almost complete
A new two-decker station at East Grinstead was started: a
[1].
four-platformed high level station serving the Three Bridges to
Tunbridge Wells line and a two-platform low level station serving
the Lewes and East Grinstead line, upon whose site the present
station now stands.
By summer 1882 the line was ready for inspection by the Board
of Trade inspecting officer.
Colonel Yolland examined the line
and all the civil engineering works on both 9 June and 21 July and
declared himself satisfied that the line could be opened without
public danger.
On 1 August 1882 the L. & E. G. R. was opened with
a service of trains between Brighton and East Grinstead, five each
way on weekdays, three on Sundays [2].
The northern terminus was
nowhere near finished, there being temporary arrangements for
ticket issuing [2])and the station of 1866, by London Road, did in
fact remain open until 15 October 1883, on which date the new high
and low level station was officially opened.
Kingscote station served no village and the only habitations
anywhere near were two railwaymen's cottages.
The stationmaster
until 1906, Thomas Ward, was a keen gardener and the floral displays that he tended won many awards; there were flower beds
along the platforms and dozens of flower baskets hung from platThere was a sawmill to provide timber traffic for
form canopies.
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the railway, and plants came in from Ingwersen's alpine nursery
and also from William Robinson of Gravetye [3].
A-11. Rowland
wrote in 1955 that by 1902 Kingscote was still remote, 'approached
from the west by a road deep in sand, through woods thick with
primroses, and only a farm and a market garden nearby' [4].
At East Grinstead station by June 1887 there were also floral
displays, where 'the wealth of magnificent bloom is attractive in
the extreme' [5].
By the 1930s the fortunes of the L. & E. G. wété in decline and
in 1951 thoughts turned to closure, which was formally proposed in
May 1954. Most of the regular trains were poorly used but the
On 12
occasional specials were still considered worth running.
March 1952 the entire equipment and stock of Moon's Mead Farm,
Sharpthorne, was moved by train from Nest Hoathly to Cumberland
and on 5 November 1954 a special late train from Lewes to East
Grinstead ran in connection with bonfire night at Lewes [5].
The L. &E. G. was closed after the last train on 28 May 1955.
An annual loss of £59,000 was stated to have been incurred.
Trains such as race specials from Brighton to Lingfield continued
via Ardingly and Kingscote.
However, closure was found to have
been illegal and on 7 August 1956 the line was reopened with a
service of four trains each way as specified in the 1878 Act of
Parliament.
Kingscote was not reopened and West loathly was unstaffed.
There were no through bookings to any points beyond
Just as soon as
Lewes or East Grinstead and passengers were few.
the Act was repealed British Railways fully intended to close the
line again, and this sad event occurred on 16 March 1958.
Among
those on the last train were 83-year old Kate Longley, who had
ridden on the first train from Kingscote to East Grinstead in
1882, and 90-year old Charles Newnham, who had worked on building
the line when aged 13 [5].
Track between East Grinstead and Horsted Keynes remained in
place for emergencies, special traffic and wagon storage but durNest loathly station house was deing 1964-5 it was all lifted.
molished in September 1968 but that at Kingscote fortunately reBritish Rail sold the track
mained, sold to private individuals.
piecemeal to adjacent landowners (who never dreamed that anyone
would want to build a railway along it again) but the major civil
engineering works of Sharpthorne tunnel and Imberhorne viaduct remained the property of B.R. and were maintained by it.
We can now turn to the private-enterprise Bluebell Railway,
nowadays known as a 'leisure railway', though certainly not when
it opened its first section between Sheffield Park and Horsted
After this 4½ mile length had been purKeynes in August 1960.
chased from B.R., thoughts turned to extending northwards to meet
B.R. at East Grinstead, 'splendid isolation' not being a good
Tn September 1975 Bluebell Extension
thing for any railway.
Railway Ltd was formed, its original directors being T. C. Cole,
(Chairman), N. J. Brophy, B. J. Holden and N. 11. Stanbury.
Two
months later West loathly station site was purchased for £25,000,
Opposition to the extension was
thus safeguarding its future.
Mainly because of this, in January
not slow in forthcoming.
1976 the company's planning application was rejected.
After an-
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other rejection the Bluebell decided to appeal in March 1980.
The opposition came from the landowners but at least East Grinstead Town Council on 18 December 1978 had unanimously recommended
that the Bluebell be given planning permission for the extension
Support for the extension came in 1982 from East Grinstead
[5].
Chamber of Trade and the East Grinstead Society.
In June and July 1983 a public inquiry was held at Ilaywards
Heath, at which the railway presented its case and representatives
In April 1985 planning permission
of farmers presented theirs.
to build the new line was at last given, much to the fury of the
landowners, for the government minister had in fact disregarded
the recommendation of the inspector who presided at the inquiry.
Among the conditions laid down were that no stopping places were
allowed between Horsted Keynes and East Grinstead without separate
Test loathly Parpermission from the local planning authority.
ish Council had already insisted that no station be built to serve
that village.
A share issue was launched by the extension company in March
1986 and a year later sections of trackbed north and south of
Kingscote and from Horsted Keynes to Horsted Farm bridge were purchased.
A half-mile length past Ingwersents nursery was acquired
in March 1988, and in April 1990 the first section of new railway
was opened to Horsted House Farm operated by a shuttle train from
Horsted Keynes.
By June of that year all the trackbed to Kingscote was in Bluebell ownership.
Restoration of Kingscote station had begun in March 1985, the
freehold and surrounding land having been purchased for £102,000
The station was opened to visitors, who over
in October 1984.
the next few years were able to view the progress being made: so
much so that even by March 1986 Alan Larcombe could write 'Kingscote looks and feels like a real station again' [6], though there
was no track laid as yet.
In April 1992 the line was extended from Ilorsted House
through Sharpthorne tunnel to a point south of the site of New
Through train services ran from and to Sheffield
Coombe bridge.
The tunnel
Park and the separate shuttle train was discontinued.
is stated to be the longest on any privately-run line in Britain.
Hill Place viaduct, a tremendous maintenance liability, was
formally handed over to the Bluebell by Network South East (who
Meanwere doubtless glad to be rid of it) on 8 September 1992.
while, as New Coombe bridge had been demolished, a new girder
bridge over the farm road was completed in May 1993 at a cost of
£43,000.
There was now no further obstacle between there and
Kingscote, and new track was rapidly laid, with the result that
reopening to public train services of that still remote station
was effected on 23 April 1994.
Not only that, but a vintage bus service between East Grinstead and Kingscote was inaugurated on the same day to connect
with every Bluebell train and through bookings between Network
South Central (it changes its name almost as often as Italy
changes its government) and the Bluebell Railway by means of the
London & Country ran the bus under conbus connection began.
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tract to the Bluebell, all fares taken on board going to the railThe only unfortunate aspect of the new service was that
way.
people turning up at Kingscote on foot, bicycle, car or taxi were
not allowed to buy railway tickets.
A description of the journey from Kingscote to West Hoathly
in N. R. Pepper's East Grinstead and its Environs (1885) will generally serve for the present day, as there has been so little
change in the area since then.
'As there is nothing to particularise in the immediate neighbourhood [of
Kingscote station], with the exception of a fine old Elizabethan mansion,*
and as this is a railway station without a village - the nearest places
being Seisfield and Turner's Hill - we should advise the tourist to proceed thither.
Our train being again in motion, we get a succession of
views of forest, hill, dale and woodland scenery, until we are at West
Hoathly.
'We have scarcely resumed our journey before finding ourselves in the
tunnel of Sharpthorne. On experiencing a return of daylight we again
settle down to an uninterrupted view of valley and hill with oak trees in
abundance.'
Nest loathly station has not been reinstated but perhaps one
day it will be.
And before the railway finally enters East Grinstead in triumph there remains the formidable obstacle of Imberhome rubbish tip which must first be removed.
*Gravetye, illustrated by
Pepper in the book (right)
REFERENCES:

(E.G. = East Grinstead)

[1] E.G. parish magazine
[2]
Sussex Advertiser [3] Klaus
Marx in Bluebell News, vol.16
[4] R.C.Riley,
(1974), no.1
personal communication [5]
E.G. Observer
[6] E.G. Courier, 13 March 1986
NOTE: A comparable article
by Mr Gould on the line between East Grinstead and
Lingfield appeared in our
Bulletin 36 (Spring 1984).
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GRAVETYE MANOR HOUSE.

TWENTY FIVE YEARS AGO:
Membership of 204 represented approximately 1% of the population of the Urban District.
A High Street
scheme of redecoration was in the offing, new regulations controlling advertisements inside business premises and on windows had
come into force ('clearly something we could all have a lot of fun
with') and the Camera Club had recorded cottages being demolished
(Bulletin 3, January 1970)
in West Street.
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